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Abstract
This research is to develop a formal and systematic method for the software and hardware architecture design of embedded 
systems based on system’s behaviours. Then the method examined real example of embedded system which has been 
implemented on intelligent building area. In this  research,  Discrete  Event  System  Specification  and  Hierarchical Coloured 
Petri Nets  are  used  for  modelling  of  system behaviours, Firstly, the main system’s states and behaviours are to be formulated 
by Set Theory, then Discrete  Event  System  Specification  formulism produces a basic behaviour model indication logic of the 
system, ultimately, the software and hardware architecture are well-presented by executable Hierarchical Coloured Petri Net 
model. The model depicted embedded system in hardware and software view. This paper focuses on the analysing and designing 
along with system’s major functional requirements, hardware and software requirements. The research results show that a real 
prototype of embedded system using sensors to scrutinize environment to notify user through the Global System for Mobile 
Communications and Short Message Service and make the user able to control Air conditioner remotely.
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the Faculty of Information Science and Technology, Universiti Kebangsaan 
Malaysia.
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1. Introduction
Embedded applications are radically diverse from case to case. As result, generalizations are difficult. There is 
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new trend for all embedded systems [2], [3], [4], [5], [6] toward of hardware/software co-design [7]. Many 
embedded systems design are much far from design constraints of desktop computing applications. There is no 
approved method to use for all type of embedded systems. As there are many different factors such as 
software/hardware component, humane interfaces, actuators and sensor. The reliability, safety, cost-effectiveness of 
such a system is also under question [1]. If a solution could represent hardware and software view at same time, the 
design challenges would be broken down. The solution should maintain such a system to reduce all mentioned 
problems .This problems need robust architectural model to be solved, as system architecture model helps 
significantly to reduce the cost as well as strengthen system design. 
Success of functional and non-functional requirement mapping to a product highly depends on system 
architecture that performs on the design of product functions to meet customer’s expectations and needs. The design 
is important phase of system life cycle as the cost of system could be predicted in this stage. Currently there is close 
competitive design race is running in industry to have efficient and beneficial final product. But designing on air 
may not lead to have robust product, design is sketch of un-born product so if design has never been examined until 
the product comes out, the product is more error prone. Having an executable model which simulates system 
behaviour prior to system implementation could be very useful [8]. In this paper, a new methodology is introduced 
to mitigate these problems, and by aid of set theory, DEVS (Discrete Event System Specification), and Hierarchical 
Coloured Petri Net (HCPN). All these areas are being excessively used in discrete system to model a system. The 
research aims to produce holistic model that satisfy both software and hardware architecture to ease design process. 
In order to achieve that, research looks to system by its main and overall functions, then by using mathematic 
formulation achieve by heterogeneous model reflection software and hardware structure.  This paper gives a brief 
introduction to DVES and Petri Net, then, elaborates methodology on real example.
2. Discrete Event System Specification  (DEVS) and Petri Net
DEVS is modular and hierarchical formalism with mathematical and graphical method for modelling of discrete 
event systems, it is able to represent system behaviour as well as system structure [9]. DEVS describes system’s 
structure in so called coupled model as well as behaviours of the system in so called atomic model. Atomic model 
depicts model in lowest level and indicates system’s behaviours with regard to deterministic transitions among 
states.  
Atomic DEVS = <S, X, Y, s0Ĳį[į\!
x S is a finite set of states 
x X is a finite set of input events. Input events are represented by “?” notation 
x Y is a finite set of output events which are denoted by “!” 
x s0אS is the initial state 
x Ĳ6՜ Q[0,λ]defines the time lifespan of state. 
x į[6î;՜S ×{0,1} is  the  external  transition  function, which  defines  how an  input  event  changes  the  
VFKHGXOHDVZHOODVDVWDWHRIWKHV\VWHP7KHLQWHUQDOVFKHGXOHRIDVWDWHV6LVXSGDWHGE\Ĳ6¶LI
į[6 6¶RWKHUZLVHLHį[6 6¶WKHVFKHGXOHLVSUHVHUYHG
x į\6՜ Y׎ is  the  output  and  internal  transition  function  where  Y׎ =Y׫ {׎}     and  ׎בY denotes the 
silent event. The output and internal transition function defines how a state generates an output event at the 
same time, how the state changes internally [9].
Petri Net is constituted of places, transitions and arcs.  The places and transitions are connected by arcs.  
Normally, transitions represent actions or events while places symbolize states or conditions.  The places could 
contain tokens. The token presence could be interpreted as condition verification [10].
A typical Petri Net is 5-tuple; 
x N = (P, T, I, O, M0)
x P = {p1, p2, …, pm} is a finite set of places.
x T  =  {t1,  t2,    …,    tn}  is  a  finite  set  of transitions.
x P׫7׎,  and  PתT=׎.
x ,3î7ĺ1LVDQLQSXWIXQFWLRQWKDWGHILQHVGLUHFWHGDUFVIURPSODFHVWRWUDQVLWLRQV
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x 27î3ĺ1LVDQRXWSXWIXQFWLRQWKDWGHILQHVGLUHFWHGDUFVIURPWUDQVLWLRQVWRSODFHV
x 03ĺ1LVDYHFWRULQGLFDWHVWRNHQQXPEHULQLWVSODFHLQHDFKVWDWH
In Fig. 1, transition C could be enabled if only all its input places (place A and B) contain at least the number of 
tokens that are determined by the so called weight of the corresponding arcs. When transition C gets enabled, it will 
fire, and then tokens in Place A and B will be consumed and removed, in next step four tokens will appear in output 
place D, as the arc weight is four. The numbers of tokens that will be removed or deposited are determined by the 
arc weights.
Fig. 1.Petri Net Model
3. Methodology 
The research aims for developing a systematic approach to analyze and design an embedded system based on 
system behaviors with special presentation of software and hardware structure. The research tries to achieve two 
objectives:  first, to develop a systematic design approach for embedded system with respect to system behaviors, 
second, to represent software/hardware architecture heterogeneous executable model. Fig. 2 indicates system steps.
Fig. 2. Methodology of embedded system design 
As the system behaviours could be interpreted by system state, in first step, all major system states will be 
collected. In this step, all considered states are in high level of abstraction. In this step, by aid of set theory and 
Cartesian product, the system states and behaviours are presented. Set SSi is defined as finite set which contains all 
possible major states in level I, then for SBi : SSi × SSi, which contains all possible system behaviour in level i, 
(s1,s2) א SBi is system transition from state 1 to state 2 , this tuple is defined as a system behaviours. But this tuple 
was defined theoretically, in reality, some behaviour never happen. To solve this problem, an analyser will remove 
all non-possible tuples .The level of abstraction will increase until reaches the level which was determined by 
analyser. As it is formulated in algorithm below, the states and corresponding behaviour could be represented in 
different level of abstraction, although this algorithm focuses on high levels as it is enough for designer. It is 
possible to have all system states and behaviours,
First Step   i=1++;
Define : SSi {s1,s2,s3,…,sn}
SBi : SSi × SSi :{(s1,s2),(s2,s3),(s3,s2),…}
Remove non-possible tuples
For each oא SBi do First Step while i<= PredefinedlevelByAnalzer
The outcome of this step is crucial for designer in next step. The state will be converted to events and then 
designer is clear about input event and output event and its relationship. All this sets act like bible for designer to get 
idea what is really happening in high level of system. The sets could map to tree structure, then the states 
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dependency could be traced and also designer will have better picture of system behaviours. As it is illustrated in 
Fig. 3 the system behaviours are depicted in hierarchical tree. A tree leaf is system behaviour in contrast of its 
ancestor and descendant.
Fig. 3. Behavioural Tree 
In second step, by system behaviour tree and DEVS formulism, the atomic formulation of system interaction and 
behaviour will be designed .The algorithm below explains this step,
For each (si,sj) א SBo
Si =Input event and sj =output event
             All children of (si,sj) which belong to SBo+1 should be done
Designer will have a DEVS that depicts system basic behaviours in high level of abstraction, this step is medium 
step to architectural view which give more understandable views of embedded system. In third step, DEVS model 
should be converted to Hierarchical Coloured Petri Net model. Colored term offers the notion of token types, like 
data values. Each place has an associated type determining the kind of data that the place may contain. HCPN 
facilitates complex Petri Nets consisting of various subnets or modules. The HCPNs theory simplifies branching 
Petri Nets to well-defined way [10].
The DEVS model still is a model base on holistic states of system, but the final aim is to produce a 
software/hardware architectural view. For indication of software structure, the Colored notation could help, as 
system needs some tokens to carry information and content. Moreover, Hierarchical Petri Net structure helps
designer to present hardware and reduces system complexities.
In this step, designer represents each hardware which is related to DEVS entity by a Petri Net Module, and the 
process will be presented inside of modules. The viewer has great testable and executable model indication
software/hardware architect at once.  The DEVS’s events could be represented by places, and the system behaviors 
are presented by Colored Token. The Petri Net model structure indicates the system architecture and structures. The 
designer could test model and decide to proceed to last step which is physical design.
In last step there is some applications support designer to produce technical stuff for hardware design, this step 
varies as hardware platform in embedded systems are various. At the end, a prototype will appears with great
background to analyze and design. So the system requirements would be handled easier, and many faults and bugs 
would be detected in earlier stages because of the architectural model.
4. Case Study
We examined the methodology on a real embedded system example to show how the method affects design and 
collect some experiences. The system called “Air conditioner controlling through remote location”. The system 
checks if the air conditioner system is ON and there is no body in the room, then it will trigger an alarm to user’s 
mobile phone, so that the user is able to switch off the air conditioner through the phone. There are two sensors, first 
to detect the motion, another to detect temperature. Both of these are connected to the Arduino micro controller 
board. The micro controller checks if there is no movement while temperature is less than specific degree Celsius, 
then it will send SMS to the user mobile phone by GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) shield, there 
is an application on the mobile phone which makes user able to turn the air conditioner off. As it is shown in Fig. 4, 
the system context diagram indicates the main system functionalities.
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Fig. 4. Air conditioner controlling System Context diagram
The system mainly possesses two states when air conditioner is off or on. So SS1:{Air-Off, Air-On}. Then, 
SB1:{(Air-Off, Air-On),( Air-On, Air-Off,),( Air-Off, Air-Off),( Air-On, Air-On)}. If non-possible tuples get removed so 
SB1 :{( Air-Off, Air-On),( Air-On, Air-Off,)}. Set of next level of abstractions, also will be produced, for example (Air-
On, Air-Off) א SB1 , will result to SS2:{Sense, Air-Off, Air-On, GSM Action } and so on .Operation of system is 
composed of some states at a high level of abstraction .The most important and basic ones of them are “Sense”, 
“Reasoning” and “GSM Action”. At “Sense” state, the system precepts environment to notify system. In 
“Reasoning” state, data is to be processed by algorithms and program, then system triggers new state. “GSM 
Action” is either to state that system sends message to user and it is idle until receive a response, or system is asked 
to act by a received message. The system formalism is shortened, the system state change is represented in Fig. 5, 
DEVS defined as below.
0 6;<6Ĳį[į\!ZKHUH
S ={ Sense, Reasoning ,GSM Action }, 
S0=Sense, 
Y={!send SMS, !command ,!sendData}, 
X={?Trigger, ?Receive SMS, ?Reaction}, 
Ĳ6HQVH Ĳ5HDVRQLQJ Ĳ*60$FWLRQ λ (it means ,the system never changes unless new event happens)
Fig. 5. DEVS Model for Air conditioner remote controlling system
DEVS is the first logical view of system behaviours .The ultimate goal of the research is to produce 
software/hardware structural model. In this step, DEVS model converts to Hierarchical Coloured Petri Net model. 
As it is illustrated in Fig. 6, there are some modules like, Mobile App, Arduino, and GSM Shield which present 
hardware component. The tokens on places resent states and behaviours of the system. The model is produced by 
CPN tool [11] which enables designer to simulate model and execute it.
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Fig. 6. System Architectural View 
The inner view of this modular component shows the logic of program of system. In Fig. 7 are illustrated, the logic 
of GSM shield program and its relationship with other part of program.
Fig. 7. GSM Shield Inner view
Fritzing [12] is the tool offering design environment that produces PCB sketches. As the system is Arduino based, 
this tool is chosen. The point is, by PCB sketch you can revise your product before industrial production. As Fig. 8
indicates, by designing the Bread Board project, tool will produce the schematic and PCB view automatically. 
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Fig. 8. System hardware design (A illustrates bread broad, B illustrates schematic and C illustrates PBC)
At the end the system produced by the specification that consist of (Motion Sensor: PIR sensor, GSM Shield: IComSat 
shield support SIM 900, Micro Controller: Arduino UNO R3, Temperature Sensor: DS18B20 (Dallas, One wire), Mobile 
Application: Windows phone, Programming language:   C/C++,C#.NET).The Fig. 9 shows the picture of real prototype 
which has been produced after all effort of design, prototype works as it was expected by Petri Net model.
Fig. 9. System real prototype
5. Conclusion 
Software/hardware architectural view of embedded system based on system behavior is resulted from systematic 
framework developed regarding to DEVS and system main states and functionalities. The main contribution of this 
research is heterogeneous hierarchical Petri Net model which is executable and indicates software/hardware 
structure at once. By this testable model, designer has great image of system prior to its implementation. As a result, 
designer could elicit bugs and faults to reconstruct model. The model capability of execution indicates the system 
behaviors and all combinations of system states. It is great chance to evaluate system reliability as well. To achieve 
this model, these two steps (system states formulation and DEVS modeling), make a comprehensive logic of system 
behaviors for designer to convert it to Petri Net Model. The research also takes a look on hardware design, as it is 
important for such a system production.
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6. Future work 
As research still suffers from lack of formalism, the future work is to find a DEVS simulator tool to produce 
robust model automatically. Then all those converting procedures should be revised by applying this research in 
various embedded system .This is research’s future tendency that moves toward more automation and formalism. 
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